The classic paper by Fama et. al. (1969) introduced the basic methodology for analyzing the effect of an event on stock returns. The methodology rapidly became an important analytical tool in finance, accounting, and economics. On the other hand, various models of stochastic volatility have recently attracted considerable interest of financial economists. This latter development raises the question of how the significance of the impact of an event on the volatilities of stock returns should be measured.
It is important to be able to measure the significance of the event effect on unsystematic volatility. For example, the value of derivative securities is a function of the total risk of the underlying process. Therefore, if it is determined that an event has a statistically significant positive impact on unsystematic volatility, then one might expect the value of options on that underlying to increase. In addition, the study of event effects on volatility may provide a deeper insight into the relationship between returns and unsystematic risk when portfolios are less than perfectly diversified.
In corporate finance, measuring event effects on unsystematic volatility may provide an explanation for certain, seemingly puzzling, managerial actions. For example, if it is determined that a stock split increases unsystematic volatility of firm's returns, it may be hypothesized that firms with higher proportion of options in their compensation contracts split more frequently. It may also help explain the timing of stock splits. In the corporate control area, it would be interesting to contrast conglomerate and non-conglomerate mergers based on their effects on unsystematic risk of the firms involved.
No formal tests of the event effect on unsystematic volatility have been noted in the literature. This paper provides the basic volatility event-study methodology to address the issue of determining statistically significant event effects on the unsystematic volatility of asset returns. The estimator of such an event effect is derived, and corresponding hypotheses tests are developed. Simulations show that the proposed tests are able to detect statistically significant event impacts on volatility, and the power of the tests increases with the magnitude of the effect.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the model. Estimation of the model and of abnormal volatility and hypotheses testing are presented in Sections 2 and 3. Sections 4 and 5 present simulation results and some modifications to the original tests. The proposed methodology is applied to the corporate spin-off announcements in Section 6, while Section 7 concludes. The discussion in Sections 1, 2.1, and 2.2 follow closely the analysis in Savickas (1999) .
The model
The specification of a diffusion process for security and market geometric returns with stochastic volatility is as follows: Define m as the instantaneous geometric return on the market M . With deterministic m, the level of the market index at time t + h would be M t+h = M t · e m·h , but because m is stochastic, M t+h = M t · e t+h t dms .
Similarly, P t+h = P t · e t+h t dps , where p is the instantaneous geometric return on security P .
The following stochastic process for the market geometric return m with meanreverting volatility is assumed:
where dZ m ∼ N(0, dt), dZ vm ∼ N(0, dt), and corr(dZ vm , dZ m ) = 0. The market model for Security P is: dp = α · dt + β · dm + V ε · dZ ε ,
where dZ ε ∼ N(0, dt), dZ vε ∼ N(0, dt), and corr(dZ vε , dZ ε ) = 0. The term (3) is the security-specific unsystematic return.
Substituting the expression for dm from equation (1) into equation (3) gives: dp = (α + β · µ m )
where µ p ≡ α + β · µ m , V p ≡ β 2 · V m + V ε , and dZ p ∼ N(0, dt).
Therefore, security P 's instantaneous volatility of the geometric returns, V p consists of the systematic (β 2 · V m ) and unsystematic (V ε ) components. By Itô's lemma,
Using equations (2) and (4) in the expression for dV p gives:
The security's volatility reduces to a simple mean-reverting form when the speed of mean reversion for the unsystematic volatility equals the speed of mean reversion for the market volatility:
where ω p ≡ β 2 · ω m + ω ε . Nevertheless, the proposed methodology does not require the use of this simplifying assumption.
Estimation of the model
Consistent with the usual event study setup, the time frame of the event study consists of the estimation period and the event window. The former is used for model parameter estimation, while the latter is used to test hypotheses.
The estimation of continuous stochastic volatility models, such as those given in equations (1) through (2) and equations (3) through (4) is complicated by two factors. First, m and p can only be observed at discrete time intervals. Second, the volatilities, V m and V ε , are unobservable. As a result, a discrete stochastic-volatility model (a filter) that converges to the continuous model in question is required. Nelson and Foster (1994) show that the optimal filter for the diffusion
is
They prove the convergence in distribution of the model in equations (11) and (12) to the continuous model in equations (8) through (10) as the observation interval ∆ shrinks. They also show that the forecasts of x and y obtained from the discrete model approach the forecasts of x and σ 2 from the diffusion.
Equations (11) and (12) can be rewritten as a GARCH(1,1) model given in equations (13) and (14):
with
and the volatility h t+∆ = ∆ · y t . The discussed convergence results are applied to the market index diffusion and to the market model diffusion in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
Market diffusion parameters
Reparametarizing equations (8) and (9) as µ m = µ, V m = σ 2 , ω m = ω, Θ m = Θ, and b m = √ 2 · a yields the market index diffusion given in equations (1) and (2).
Therefore, the optimal filter for the market index diffusion is
where
The Maximum Likelihood (ML) method can be used to estimate this GARCH(1,1) model. The independent variable series is computed as
where M t is the level of market index at time t. Monte-Carlo simulations are used to examine the weak-sence convergence of the discrete model to its continuous-time limit. Akgiray (1989) The initial value of GARCH(1,1) variance is h 0 = 2.0 · 10 −6 . This translates into V m 0 = 7.3 · 10 −4 . These parameter values are used for the simulations. Table 1 presents the results of Monte-Carlo simulations. Column 1 shows the size of the sample simulated. The estimates of the GARCH(1,1) parameters specified in equations (15) and (16) The GARCH(1,1) parameter estimates based on simulated diffusion data in Column 3 are less accurate since they contain more sampling error than those based on GARCH(1,1) data (Column 2). The estimates of diffusion parameters in Column 4 approach the true values as the sample size increases.
Market model parameters
The reparametarization of the market model in equations (3) and (4) as α = µ, V ε = σ 2 , ω ε = ω, Θ ε = Θ, and b ε = √ 2 · a results in the model given by equations (8) and (9). Therefore, the optimal filter for the market model is
The ML estimation of this GARCH(1,1) model requires the value of the Security P 's beta, since
The estimation is performed as follows. First, more precision is obtained by bootstrapping the OLS estimates of β. These bootstrapped estimates are then used to estimate all remaining parameters in the GARCH(1,1) model by Maximum Likelihood. Table 2 gives bootstrapped β estimates for several simulated GARCH(1,1) models of the following generic form:
where dep.variable t+∆ and indep.variable t+∆ denote the values of independent and dependent variables, respectively. All parameters in Table 2 but β take the same values as in Table 1 : intercept = 4.5 · 10 −4 , a 0 = 1.27 · 10 The bootstrap estimates of standard errors are in parentheses. As Table 2 indicates, the bootstrapped estimates of β are close to the true values, especially for the larger number of replications. The bootstrapping procedure yields more precise estimates than the initial OLS estimate in most cases. The bootstrap β estimate is used in equation (20) to obtain the dependent variable series, which, in turn, is used for the ML estimation of the GARCH(1,1) model in equations (18) and (19). The parameters of the diffusion in equations (3) and (4) are inferred from the estimated GARCH(1,1) parameters as in Section 2.1.
Estimation of abnormal volatility
This section describes how the estimates of abnormal volatility are obtained during the event window. The analysis is performed using the model parameter estimates obtained as explained in Section 2.2.
Unsystematic volatility is the volatility, V ε , of the residual in the market model diffusion in equations (3) and (4). Based on Nelson and Foster's (1994) convergence results discussed previously, V εt can be estimated from the model in equations (18) and (19) as h t+∆ /∆. However, that estimate of V εt ignores the event's impact on the volatility because the Nelson and Foster's (1994) convergence in distribution
To measure the impact of an event on the unsystematic volatility, it is recognized that the level of V εt at day t of the event window is determined by two types of factors:
security-specific (time-drift of instantaneous returns, correlation with the market, long-run volatility mean, etc.) and event-specific factors. Security-specific factors are independent of the event in question and are summarized by the parameters of the market-model diffusion in equations (3) − (4). The event-specific factors, on the other hand, are independent of the securities in the sample. Since the estimate h t+∆ /∆ of V εt depends only on the diffusion parameter estimates, it ignores the effect of the event.
To measure the impact of the given event on the unsystematic volatility of a security's returns, a parameter λ > 0 is introduced. The parameter λ measures the multiple by which the unsystematic volatility increases from its no-event level due to the event. For example, if λ = 1, the event has no effect on V εt , if λ = 2, the event doubles the unsystematic volatility, and λ < 1 implies that the event causes volatility to decrease. A particular event may have a different value of λ for each day of the event window. The event is thus characterized by the set of λs, one λ for each day of the event window. The λs are event-specific.
The estimate of λ t for day t can be obtained by computing the cross-sectional variance of the standardized GARCH(1,1) residuals, η t , in equation (18) 1 . If the event has no effect on the securities' abnormal volatilities on day t, the cross-sectional variance of the standardized residuals should be equal to 1. This method of λ estimation is similar in spirit to Boehmer, Musumeci, and Poulsen's (1991) estimation of eventinduced variance in the case of non-stochastic volatility of returns.
More specifically, if there are N securities in the event study, then the estimator of the multiplicative abnormal volatility λ t on day t can be computed as follows (see Appendix A for details):
The estimator of the cumulative abnormal volatility Cλ k,m between event days k and m is the sum of the individual estimators:
The interpretation of Cλ k,m is that it is the multiplicative volatility that an investor would be exposed to if he/she took a long position in the asset at the beginning of each event day and liquidated the position at the end of the same day. The next section discusses testing hypotheses regarding λ t and Cλ k,m .
Hypotheses testing

Tests of λ t -daily volatility
The null hypothesis regarding the effect of an event on the volatility of returns on a given event day t is:
That is, there is no effect. Under the null hypothesis and under the distributional assumptions of the model in equation (18), 2 Appendix A derives the following test statistic with its distribution under the null hypothesis:
By the property of the Chi-squared distribution, the mean of the test statistic, s, is equal to the degrees of freedom N − 1. The value of the cumulative distribution function can be found in χ 2 tables or computed using various approximations [see e.g., Johnson and Kotz (1970) ]. If the observed value of the test statistic exceeds the critical value then the null H 0 : λ t = 1 is rejected and it is concluded that the event has a statistically significant impact on the unsystematic volatility of asset returns.
Tests of Cλ t -cumulative volatility
The null hypothesis regarding the cumulative abnormal volatility, Cλ k,m , is:
Under the null hypothesis and under the distributional assumptions of the model given in equation (18), the following test statistic is derived in Appendix A:
If the observed value of the test statistic exceeds the critical value, then the null
is rejected and it is concluded that the event's cumulative
impact on the unsystematic volatility of asset returns is statistically significant.
The next two sections describe the simulations illustrating the power of tests proposed in this section. Section 4 uses simulated GARCH(1,1) series, while Section 5 uses CRSP data.
Simulation results with GARCH(1,1) data
Two hundred and fifty portfolios containing 50 securities each are simulated to analyze the performance of the proposed test statistic for the effect of an event on the unsystematic return on the given event day t. The unsystematic geometric return of each security is simulated follows the GARCH(1,1) process in equations (18) (3) and (4) A time series of one hundred observations is generated for each security in each portfolio. The Maximum Likelihood estimates of the GARCH(1,1) parameters for each security are obtained using the generated data. After that, the GARCH(1,1) residual, η t , for the last observation (the event date) is multiplied by √ λ t for each security. The parameter λ t takes one of the three values: 1.0, 1.5, and 0.5 and measures the event-induced change in variance: λ = 1.0 implies there is no change, λ = 1.5 means the variance increases by 50%, and λ = 0.5 means that the variance is halved as a result of the event.
The test statistic in equation (26) is computed for each of 250 portfolios using the event-day residuals that now incorporate the change in volatility. The p-value for the test statistic is compared to one of the conventional two-tailed significance levels (1%, 5%, or 10%). For example, if the p-value of the test statistic for a portfolio is less than 2.5% (one tail), then the null hypothesis is rejected for that portfolio at the 5% level. Finally, the average rejection rate is calculated as the percentage of portfolios for which the null hypothesis is rejected. Table 3 presents the results of the simulations. Table 3 shows that when there is no event effect on unsystematic volatility, the test rejects the null hypothesis of no effect at appropriate levels since the rejection rates are approximately equal to the significance of the test.
When volatility increases or decreases as a result of an event (the second and third panels of the table), the test rejects the null hypothesis of no event effect on volatility most of the time. As expected, rejection rates increase with the significance of the test. 
Simulation results with CRSP data
One problem posed by the empirically observed asset geometric returns is the nonnormality of η t / √ h t in equation (18). When GARCH(1,1) is fitted to 100-day unsystematic geometric return series of randomly selected CRSP securities, the 5%
Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test rejected standard normality for the standardized residuals for as many as 40-50% of securities. While the mean and variance of the standardized GARCH(1,1) residuals for all securities are found to be very close to 0.00 and 1.00, respectively, the skewness and kurtosis are far from those of the standard normal for securities that failed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Section 5.1 adjusts the test statistics derived in Section 3 for the deviation from theoretical distributions. Section 5.2 describes the simulations.
Adjustments to the tests
Given the assumption of normality for the GARCH(1,1) residuals, the distribution of the test statistic is s ∼ χ . The notation X ∼ Γ(a, b) means that the probability density function of X is:
where Γ(a) = ∞ 0 y a−1 e −y dy is the Gamma function.
However, due to the empirically observed non-normality of GARCH(1,1) residuals, the test statistic s is not distributed as χ 2 N −1 . Indeed, the 5% KolmogorovSmirnov goodness-of-fit test rejects this distribution of s for more than 90% of all portfolios. When the same test is applied to the simulated data of Section 4, the distribution is rejected for fewer than 10% of all portfolios.
Although the empirical distribution of the s-statistic is not Chi-square, it may still be approximated by a suitably parametarized Gamma distribution. The latter has two useful properties: if X ∼ Γ(a, b) then var(X) = a/b 2 and E(X) = a/b.
Therefore, the parameter estimates can be computed as follows:
These parameters for each of 250 portfolios are obtained based on 100 computed time-series observations of the s-statistic under the true null hypothesis. The 5%
Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test rejects the Gamma distribution with the parameters estimated as indicated above for fewer than 10% of all portfolios. Thus, it is concluded that the observed non-normality of the standardized GARCH(1,1) residuals in CRSP data changes the parameters of the distribution of the s-statistic.
The Gamma distribution is therefore a much better approximation for the distribution of s than the Chi-square.
The Gamma-distributed test statistic [s ∼ Γ(â,b)] can be transformed into a test statistic that has a more familiar Chi-squared distribution under the null hypothesis.
Therefore, a simple multiplicative adjustment of s t yields a Chi-squared distributed test statistic:
so that under the null hypothesis s t adjusted is distributed as Γ(â, 1/2) or, equivalently, s t adjusted ∼ χ 2 df , where df = 2â.
Note that the appropriate estimator of the abnormal volatility is:
The variance of the adjusted estimate of multiplicative abnormal volatility is
For example, ifâ < (N − 1)/2, then var( λ e ) > var( λ e ), which will yield lower rejection rates for λ e under violation of the distributional assumptions of GARCH(1,1) than those obtained for λ e when distributional assumptions of GARCH(1,1) are not violated. This is indeed what happens, as the comparison of Tables 3 and 4 indicates.
Finally, the adjusted estimator of the cumulative abnormal volatility between event days k and m is the sum of individual estimators:
and its corresponding test statistic is:
Simulations with adjusted test statistics
To analyze the performance of the adjusted test statistic for the effect of an event on unsystematic volatility on event day e, the simulations of Section 4 are repeated using both simulated and CRSP data. When simulated data are used, the results are identical to those in Table 3 of Section 4, confirming that λ e and s adjusted are generalizations of λ e and s, respectively.
Two hundred and fifty portfolios of 50 securities each are constructed. The CRSPAccess97 Stock File is used to randomly (with replacement) select securities.
A randomly generated event date is assigned to each security. If there are missing returns during 100 days prior to the event date, the particular security/event date combination is excluded. The series of geometric returns for the chosen security and for the market (CRSP equally weighted index) are obtained from arithmetic returns and the bootstrapped estimate of the security's beta is computed as described in When portfolios are formed, the multiplicative abnormal performance in volatility λ t is introduced in each security's last observation (the event day) by multiplying the GARCH(1,1) error (η t ) by the square root of λ t . Using the event-day residuals that now incorporate the change in volatility, the test statistic s adjusted is computed for each of 250 portfolios. The p-value of the test statistic is compared to one of the conventional two-tailed significance levels (1%, 5%, or 10%). For example, if the p-value of the test statistic for the given portfolio is less than 2.5% (one tail), then the null hypothesis H 0 : λ t = 1.0 is rejected for that portfolio at the 5% level.
Finally, the rejection rate is calculated as the percentage of portfolios for which the null hypothesis is rejected. Table 4 presents the results of the simulations.
The rejection rates in Table 4 are lower than those in Table 3 . The reason is that the parameter a of the distribution of λ e is much lower than (N − 1)/2. For the 250 portfolios, a ranges from 2.4 to 15.6, which is significantly lower than (N − 1)/2 = 24.5. As discussed in Section 5.1, this results in a higher variance of λ e and, therefore, lower rejection rates. Nevertheless, the adjusted test statistic (s adjusted) in equation (33) induced abnormal performance in volatility, although the increase is not as rapid as that for the unadjusted test. This is to be expected since the empirical distribution of standardized GARCH(1,1) residuals has higher kurtosis relative to that of the standard normal. As a result, a 50% increase in volatility (λ = 1.5) produces a less significant effect on the residuals than would be the case if the standardized residuals had the kurtosis of a standard normal. If the actual data had lower kurtosis than that of a standard normal, the parameter a of the distribution of λ e would be higher than (N − 1)/2 and the rejection rates of the adjusted test statistic s adjusted would be higher than those of the unadjusted statistic s.
Application to spin-off announcements
This section applies the proposed methodology to corporate spin-off announcements.
The fact that a spin-off is a major reorganization effort makes spin-off announcements the appropriate setting for analyzing the proposed methodology. In addition, the application of the proposed volatility event-study methodology may prove helpful in identifying the sources of the well documented statistically significant positive abnormal return associated with spin-off announcements. Section 6.1 describes data and methodology, while Section 6.2 presents the results.
Data and methodology
One hundred ninety two spin-offs are identified on the CRSPAccess97 Stock File. (18) and (19) is estimated using the time-series of the market model residuals for each security. The parameter estimates obtained are used to compute the measures of abnormal volatility and cumulative abnormal volatility and the corresponding test statistics. The findings of the effect of spin-off announcements on unsystematic volatility are compared with those for the situation in which no spin-off announcements occurred. For that purpose, the no-spinoff sample is created by arbitrarily shifting each security's event date to two years prior to the actual spin-off announcement. Two years is judged to be long enough as to avoid the influence of factors that led to the spin-off in a given security.
The effect of spin-offs on abnormal volatility
An interesting finding is that spin-off announcements significantly increase the volatility of unsystematic returns. The upper panels of Figures 3 and 4 show the multiplicative effect of a spin-off announcement on the volatility of unsystematic returns.
Before the announcement day 0, the multiplicative effect fluctuates randomly around 1.0 (top panel of Figure 3 ), which implies that there is no abnormal volatility.
After the announcement day 0, however, there is a clear upward trend which shows no sign of reversion to the normal levels for at least the first 25 days after the event.
Note also that volatility of unsystematic returns not only starts drifting upwards after the spin-off announcement, but also becomes more volatile. The abnormal volatility induced by the spin-off announcement is statistically significant as the lower panels of Figures 3 and 4 indicate.
As an additional check, the same analysis with the no-spinoff sample is per- The deviations may be due to some factor other than a spin-off announcement affecting the sample firms. These deviations do not necessarily indicate a weakness in the proposed model as they seem to be sample-specific. For example, they do not occur in the sample that includes spin-offs.
The evidence that spin-off announcements result in the higher levels of unsystematic volatility supports the focus-enhancement theory of spin-offs, since less diversification results in higher unsystematic volatility. The evidence, however, casts doubt on the informational asymmetry theory of spin-offs. According to that theory, spinoffs generate value by revealing to the market additional information. However, the additional information should result in less uncertainty and, therefore, lower levels of unsystematic volatility. This is contradicted by evidence presented in this paper.
Conclusion
The basic methodology for volatility event studies is introduced. The methodology provides a way of determining whether a particular event has a statistically significant effect on the unsystematic volatility of asset returns. The estimators of such an effect and corresponding test statistics are derived. The analysis shows that the proposed tests perform well for either simulated or real data.
The application of the proposed methodology to corporate spin-off announce-ments reveals a strong impact of such announcements on the volatility of the parent company's unsystematic returns. The volatility increases as a result of the spin-off announcement, and this effect lasts for more than 25 days after the announcement.
The evidence of the spin-off study supports the focus-enhancement theory of spinoffs and casts doubt on the informational asymmetry theory.
The study of event effects on unsystematic volatility is important because it increases the understanding of factors that govern the total risk of securities. The total risk of the underlying security is an important variable for pricing any derivative instrument. For example, if it is determined that a certain event causes a statistically significant increase in the unsystematic volatility of a security, then the value of options on this security should increase. If this does not happen, then there exists a potential arbitrage opportunity.
An interesting question arises in situations when an event causes statistically significant increases in both unsystematic volatility and returns. Is it plausible that higher unsystematic volatility commands higher returns? If so, then the evidence implies that unsystematic risk is actually priced. This can occur if portfolios are imperfectly diversified.
Certain actions taken by managers may increase the unsystematic volatility of their firm's returns, thereby enhancing the value of the managers' options on the firm's stock. This would provide a possible explanation for some, seemingly puzzling, phenomena in corporate finance (e.g., stock splits).
Several directions for further research are available. For example, one could model GARCH(1,1) in which the conditional distribution of residuals is Student-t, as suggested by Bollerslev (1987) , or a Generalized Error Distribution as in Nelson (1991) . This would help accommodate the leptokurtosis of observed standardized GARCH(1,1) residuals. Furthermore, the analysis of the effect of anomalies such as event-day clustering and infrequent trading would also be of interest. Finally, the volatility effect of a spin-off announcement may differ depending on whether the spun-off division is related or not to the core business of the parent company. A future study needs to address this latter issue.
Appendix A: Abnormal volatility estimators and test statistics
Let λ t be the multiplicative effect of the event on the unsystematic volatility h i,t of the GARCH(1,1) residual η i,t in equation (18) for security i. The residual is distributed as η i,t ∼ N(a t , λh i,t ), where a t is the abnormal unsystematic return on event day t. The cross-sectional average of the residuals on day t, assuming independence, is distributed as follows:
Assuming the cross-sectional independence of η i,t , the distribution of
and:
The left-hand side term is called the standardized residual. The abnormal volatility λ t on day t can be estimated as the cross-sectional variance of the left-hand side of equation (A.3).
Under the null hypothesis H 0 : λ t = 1.0, the distribution in equation (A.3) is standard normal. Therefore, using the GARCH(1,1) estimates of η j,t and h j,t , the cross-sectional sum s of independent standardized residuals will be distributed Chisquared under the null hypothesis:
and (A.4)
As a result, s t can serve as a convenient test statistic for the significance of the event's impact λ t on the asset's unsystematic volatility h t on day t.
Since the Chi-square distribution is stable under addition,
There is an implicit assumption that η t are independent across securities. Intuitively, this should be the case, since η t measures the idiosyncratic noise specific to each given security. The covariance of ηt √ ht for randomly selected CRSP securities is indeed found to be close to zero when the model in equations (18) and (19) is fit to the securities' returns. In addition, the cross-sectional correlation will be minor when the event dates are different across securities, or when the firms in the sample come from different industries. Malatesta (1986) derives a model that includes the cross-sectional correlation of security returns, but his model does not result in better estimates of abnormal returns or parameter estimates than does OLS.
2. The departure of the empirical data from the distributional assumptions of model in equation (18) is discussed in Section 5. That section also introduces the necessary adjustments to the proposed tests. These adjustments accommodate the non-normality of the GARCH(1,1) residuals.
3. Stationarity is important, since otherwise the process can be explosive with distribution parameters unbounded.
4. The conclusions drawn from the simulations do not change if different choices of limits on the long-run mean of V ε are used.
5. Under the null hypothesis, λ t = 1, s t adjusted ∼ Γ(â,b), and E( λ t ) = 1.
6. Because the mean and the deviations from the mean have little meaning for nonstationary securities, such securities are excluded. Tables used in the text   Table 1 Monte-Carlo simulations of GARCH(1,1) and the diffusion. (21) This table shows the rejection rates for the test of the effect of an event on unsystematic volatility. The null hypothesis is H 0 : λ = 1.0. Three levels of the volatility effect are induced: λ = 1.0 (i.e., no effect), λ = 1.5 (i.e., volatility increases by 50%), and λ = 0.5 (i.e. volatility is halved). The simulations are performed for three degrees of stochastic volatility: a 1 = 0.0 (volatility is non-stochastic), a 1 = 0.45 (volatility is stochastic), a 1 = 0.9 (volatility is very stochastic). Testing is performed at three conventional levels of significance: 1%, 5%, and 10%. Table 4 Average rejection rates of the volatility test using CRSP data. The event day number is displayed on the horizontal axis. The "event" occurs on day zero. The p-values have been truncated from above at the level of 15%. The remaining notes are as in Figure 5 . Figure 1 Power of the test for abnormal volatility with simulated data.
Figures used in the text
Figure 2
Power of the test for abnormal volatility with CRSP data. Cumulative abnormal volatility Cλ t and its p-values.
Figure 5
Abnormal multiplicative volatility λ t and its p-values for the sample that contains no spinoff announcements (no event).
Figure 6
Abnormal cumulative volatility Cλ t and its p-values for the sample that contains no spinoff announcements (no event).
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